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ABSTRACT

Lolimbariija is the son of Divakara and native of Junnar of Pune district of
Maharastra state. He married the beautiful daughter of a Muslim Subedar (Governor of
province) called Muras§', whose name was changed to Ralnakalaafter

becoming his wife.

Lolimbariija composed many books in a dialogue form between himself and his wife.
Lolimbariija has written four books on Ayurveda in Sanskrit and also some books
in Marathi on different subjects. His books on Ayurveda are Vaidyajivana, Vaidyavatamsa,
Camalkaracinlamat}i

and Harivilasa. His Marathi books are Ratnakalacarila, Lolimbaraja

vyakhyana and Lolimbariija Vaidyaka Kavya.
Among the Ayurveda books (Sanskrit) Vaidya;lvana is the most popular because
of its lyrical genius presentation. In these verses the author has described some common
diseases briefly and prescribed medicines for them. In view of its popularity, there are many
commentaries on it. The article portrays a brief biography of Lolimbariija and his works.
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Introduction
There are few luminaries in the history that became immortal by curious medical
works in the form of poetry. Lolimbarfija
wrote four medical works (kavya)
Vaidyavatamsa

perhaps can be counted among those few. He

i.e. the Vaidyajivana,

in Sanskrit and Vaidyaka Kavya in Marathi.

two religious works 'Harivilasa

Kavya'

the Camatkaracintama[1i,
He was also credited with

in Sanskrit and 'Ratnakalacarita'

in Marathi.

Biography
Lolimbarfija

was the son of Pa[1gita Divakara

under the patronage of king Harihara.
Lolimbarfija

sur;

8. 10

who was believed to be

He belonged to Dak~i[1apatha sect of Brahma~a.

was a courtier of more than one royal person'. He married the beautiful

daughter of a Muslim Subedar (Governor of province) called Murasa'", whose name was
"Assistant Director (Ay.), National Institute of Indian Medical Heritage (CCRAS), 3rd Floor,
Osmania Medical College Building, Putlibowli, Hyderabad-500095, India.
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to Ratnakala after becoming

changed

in the Lolimbarlija's works?
form between

himself

According
childhood.
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of her beauty is eulogized

He loved her greatly and composed

many books in a dialogue

to Kaviraja Vaglsvara suklc/, Lolimbaraja was not studious

He became

a devotee

unprecedented

Sarasvatiand performed

of Goddess

or satapunqa,

his own flesh of thigh

he attained

his wife. The influence
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and his wife.

penance) on the hill Saptasp'lgi
he offered
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Tapas (hermit/

It is said that during the sacrificial

ceremony

Soon after that, with the blessing of Goddess

11.

excellence

on Astrology,

Medicine,

Poetry

in his

Sarasvati

and also Music. A

Saptas[l7gistill exists in the Nasik district.

shrine on the slopes of the mountain
Nativity
Many scholars
of Maharastra.t

that Lolimbarlija belonged

supposed

to 'Junnar'

in Pune district

The reason for such an opinion is that he paid his obeisance

Bhargavi having 18 hands and seated on Saptas[l7gi Hi1l

1O

•

Scholars

to Goddess

like p.v. Sharma"

etc. opined that this place might be Saptas[l7gTto the north of Nasik where an image of
the goddess

with 12 feet Height and with 18 arms can be seen.

Dr. Hymavathi,
which

is as follows.

Vijayanagara,

his father

early commentator
belonged

the author
The facts

to Andhra

region.

of andhradesa'1 is of different

Lolimbarlija was patronized

being mentioned

Rudrsbnett«

belonging

as the contemporary

by the goddess.

natural

and grandeur

opinion

by Harihararaya of

of Andhra

bhi5jaand the

to this region make us believe that Lolimbarlija

He might have gone on a pilgrimage

was impressed
beauty

of 'Scientists

that

It seems that he visited
of the region

to Saptas[l7gihill and

many places.

on the shore

He described

of 'Narmada

the

in a verse

in

Sadvaidyajivana. A verse in the same work reveals the fact that he was a ruler of a small
principality

named Murasa(nafliJ). It can be identified

the north of the north Arcot district

as the Murasaor Morasalocated in

leading to the frontiers

srinatha also visited this region and described

the culture

of the Mysore

state. The poet

of the people of this region.

Lolimbarlija might have got it as an 'Agraharam' from Harihararaya after composing
Harivilasa kavya.
P.K. Gode in his 'studies
not belong to Maharashtra

in the Indian History'

as there are no sufficient

expressed

evidences

that Lolimbaraja does

in support

of this. But Dr.
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Brahmanand Tripathi' contradicted the Gode's view and quoted following references
that Lo/imbaraja

was an inhabitant of Maharastra, worshipping of Saptas[l7gT in

VaidyajTvanalO, usage of Marathi word' Rtngint for Kaf}./akarTin Camatkaracintarnani",
description of 'Karela' in the form of Kaf}./abharaf}a in Vaidyavatamsa11, mentioning of
'Maf}r/aka' a food item of Maharastra in Vaidyavatamsa11 and two of his books Vaidyaka
kavya and Ratnaka/acarita were written in Marathi.
Period
It is an established fact that the ancient authors had not mentioned their name
or any other information about themselves in the text. Hence many of the recent scholars
both Indian and European have been consistently making attempts regarding the period
of l.olirnbaraja. So far, no exact conclusion has arrived at all but the views are the most
feasible assumptions only. The exact period of his literary activity depends on the dates
of manuscripts of his composition and their reliability. The catalogues of the oriental
manuscripts libraries inform us that he was the author of two kavya i.e, Harivilasa and
Ratnaka/acarita

and

Camatkaracintamaf}i.

medical

works

VaidyajTvana,

Vaidyavatamsa

and

In south Indian catalogues his work VaidyajTvana can be found

mentioned as SadvaidyajTvana. The manuscript copies of this medical work can be
found available throughout the country. It proves the fact that it had great popularity in
the country.
Among the numerous manuscript copies of VaidyajTvana we find deviations,
many interpolations and scribal mistakes in some of the copies. It gave scope to many
doubts and some scholars like Bhave, Pangarkar, etc. believed that Lolimbaraja lived in
the sixteenth century and early seventeenth century'.

Veturi sankara sastri fixed the

date of Lolimbaraja as 1557 A.D4.but he had not given any reason on which he based his
opinion. PV Sharma opined that he belonged to the first quarter of the seventeenth
century'.

This decision is made on the opinion that Lolimbaraja referred some verses

from Bhavaprakasa. But it is noticed that the authors of Lo/imbariijTya, Bhavaprakasa,
Vaidyacintamaf}i, Cikitsakaltka etc. took many verses from a common source probably
from 'Baha./agrantha', a work of 13th century A.D. P.K.Gode doubted whether there lived
two persons in the name of Lotitnbersj». one being a mere poet who composed
Harivilasakavya in A.D. 1583 and the other a medical scholar who lived before A.D. 1600.
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But his arguments have been invalidated by B. Tripathi and proved that there existed
only one Lolimbarfija who wrote all these texts?
Excerpts from "Scientists of andhradescj'1: In the colophon of Harivilasa, the
author introduces himself as the son of 50rya and the court poet of king Harihara. In the
history of Sanskrit literature, we find that Lolimbarfija's father was the contemporary to
BhOja. This Bhi5ja can be identified as andhra Bhi5ja, author of Carucarya, a Sanskrit
work on health and hygiene. He led the southern expeditions of Ga(lapatidevain A.D.1250.
50rya Pa(l~lita or DivakarasOrlbelonged to A.D.1299 as referred in the History of Sanskrit
Literature. He might be very much junior to Bhi5ja. Lolimbaraja mentioned that he
composed Harivilasa on the order of the King Harihara. King Harihara, along with his
brother Bukkaraya, founded the 'Vijayanagara' empire with the blessings of Madhava
Vidyara(lya in A.D.1336. He ruled the kingdom during A.D.1336-56. Hence we can say
that Lolimbaraja, the author of Harivilasalived in the 141h Century A.D and his approximate
date can be surmised as A.D. 1300-1360.
The manuscript copies of the medical works of Lolimbarfija also do not give
much information
except the fact that he was the husband of Ralnakala
(Ralnakalarama(la). The medical works of Lolimbaraja included in the Catalogues are
Vaidyajlvana, 5advaidyajlvana, Lolimbarajiyamu, Ralnakalacarila, Vaidyavalamsa and
Camalkaracinlama(li.

The first three are the different names with which his work

'Vaidyajlvana' was called. Vaidyavatamsa does not give the information about the
parentage of the author.
The Surmise
Liter atur e"?

by G. Jan

Meulenbeld

from

'A History

of

Indian

Medical

Lolimbarfija is assigned to the period A.D. 1310-1370 by P. Hymavathi, to 15381608 by B. Tripathi, to 1578-1648 by L.R. Pangarkar, to about 1625 by p.v. Sharma and to
the Seventeenth century by V.L. Bhave. The exact period of his literary activity depends
on the dates of MSS of his compositions and their reliability. Two MSS of the
Harivilasakavya, preserved respectively in the Tanjore and BORI collections, are said
to state that the work was composed in 1583-84.The earliest dated MS of the Vaidyajlvana
was completed in 1607-08; a MS of this poem with the commentary of Jfianadeva alias
Damodara was completed in 1612-13.
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The period of Lolimbariija's literary activity may therefore have been the last
quarter of the sixteenth century if the evidence referred to is reliable. B. Tripathi, being
convinced that the style and structure of the Harivilasakavya prove it to be the most
mature of Lolimbariija's works, written, when he may have been forty-five years of age,
has concluded that he was born in 153B, but the onus of this assertion has to be left on
this author. The proposed date of Lolimbaraja does not conflict with the chronology of
authors quoting him or influenced by him.
Literary

Contribution
The chronological order of Lolimbariija's works has been established by B.

Tripathi in his Ph.D. thesis in Sanskrit" Lolimbariija and his works- A study" is as follows'.
1.

Vaidyavatamsa (Sanskrit)

2.

VaidyajJvana(Sanskrit)

3.

Camatkaracintamal}i (Sanskrit)

4.

Vaidyaka Kavya (Marathi)

5.

Ratnakalacarita (Marathi)

6.

Harivilasa Kavya (Sanskrit)

Vaidyavatamsa
'Vaidyavatamsa' is a Laghunighal}.tu-a short pharmaceutical collection in 172
verses. It is his first Sanskrit work and written in simple Sanskrit. It describes the medicinal
properties of a series of dietetic substances and drugs, which are arranged as follows:
Prayers in Prologue and Epilogue, fruits (4-21), Vegetables (22-35), spices (36-50), various
substances (51-10B), grains and pulses (109-147), the meat of some animals (14B-150)
and dairy products and products of the sugarcane (151-169). The' Vaidyavatamsa' is
quoted in the Yogaratnakarcr.
Vaidya JJvana
The 'Vaidya JJvana' of Lolimbariija is an important work both from medical
point of view and because of its poetic merits. On account of his fundamentalism, brevity
and preciseness regarding medical treatment he has given more importance to simple
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and practically utilized drugs in common life. Therefore, 'Vaidya Jivana' has reserved a
prominent place among other treatises of Ayurveda. It consists of 238 skillful verses
arranged in five vi/asa (chapters). The author confesses that nothing is original in this
work (sva-kapo/a-ka/pitamihasti na kificif), he submits that he only compiled the formulae
from earlier medical writers like Caraka, Susrute and Vagbha./a'o.
, Valdya Jivana' gives us a glimpse into the medical ethics prevailed in medieval
India. He explained the characteristics of a good physician and of a quack". In his
opinion, a good physician is one who is endowed with purity of mind, ability, good
character, good knowledge in prognosis, knowledge in all sciences, regard to religion,
good heart, a lucky hand and talent in conversation and above all a perfect knowledge
in the science of medicine. In his opinion, a good physician who had no perfect knowledge
in diagnosis should be treated as an outcaste and should be discarded by the people.
According to Lo/imbariija, a person should start his medical profession after attaining
perfect practical as well as theoretical knowledge in the science of medicine. He
emphasizes the importance of Pathya by stating that 'there is no need of any medicine
who duly follows the wholesome diet and habits (pathya)' 10. For Vajikara(la purpose
various Rasayoga are mentioned and has insisted in righteous living/conduct in the
context of various diseases. This work is quoted in Yogatararigi(li and Yogaratnakara.
Modern works that have incorporated

verses from Vaidyajivana are Rasamrta,

Siddhayogasarigraha and Vaidyakiya subha$itcr.
The crispness and therapeutic utility of this treatise enticed many scholars to
write commentary on it. The following are the commentaries written on Vaidyajivancr.
1. Damodara alias jfianad§va, a MS of his commentary dates from 1612-13
2.

Gosvamin Harinatha, title of commentary is 'G[j~harthadipika and said to have
written in 1673-74

3.
4.

Rudrabha.t!a,title of commentary is 'Diplka , the earliest MS dates back to 1766.
Sukhanandanatha,title of commentary is 'Lo/imbariijadipika , completed in 186364.

5.

Bhagiratha, title of commentary is 'Jagaccandrika.

6.

Bhavanisahaya

Lolimbar§ja and his works - Subhaktha
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K[~(7apa(7f1ila,a commentary called' Dipik§ G.J. Meulenbeld is of opinion that it
may be identical with Rudrabha.(ta's commentary.

8.

Prayagadat/a, title of commentary is 'Vijiiananandakarl

9.

Tala Siiryanaraya(7a, title of commentary is 'Vidvadvaidyarafijini'

10. Sumalidhira, commentary dates from 1763-64
11. Cainasukha, written in Rajasthani, dates from about 1763-64.
Oemetkiirecintiimen!

'Camatkaracinlama(7/

is a kavya in 242 ingenious verses in 5 vi/asa (chapters),

which are addressed to the poet's beloved as a reply to her questions pertaining medical
matters. The poem therefore abounds with skillful verses extolling female beauty and
charms.
Chapter (vilasa) one (ninety-three verse) has seven introduction verses, which
mention the title of the work and a number of sources (atreya, Bhefla, BhOja, Hadta,
Parasara); the remaining part deals with the treatment of fevers. Chapter two (thirty
eight verses) contains prescriptions against Atisiire and Orenen). Chapter three (fifty
verses) is about the therapy of a series of unconnected disorders (1-35) and women's
diseases (36-50). The diseases mentioned in chapter four (forty three verses) do not
show any systematic arrangement at all. Chapter five (eighteen verse) is concerned
with Vajikara(7a.The prescriptions of the 'Camatkaracintama(7/

are simple and contain

for the greater part which are well known from the classical texts. Verses from
'Camatkaracintama(7/

form part of Yogatarailgi(7i and Yogaratnakarcr. The simplicity

and importance of the formulae mentioned in the book made this treatise very popular
among every physician.
Vaidyaka

kavya

Vaidyaka kavya is his brief composition. The Valdyaka kavya is a poem in ninetyfive verses on the therapy of number of diseases. In contradiction to most medical
works, fever is the last disease dealt with. Some of the formulae closely resemble yoga
found in the Osmetkiireciatiimenio:

Vaidyajivana, but the major part of them is new. The

Vaidyaka kavya has not been written in the form of a dialogue and the name of the poet's

Joumallnd.Med.
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wife is not mentioned in it. It has discussed only medical treatment of few diseases
without emphasizing any literary quality.
Some Important

Therapeutic

Formulae

Mentioned

by Lolimbaraja

•

Lavangadigu./ikain

Kasa roga10•

•

Application of Collyrium with svarasa of sigru sprouts (tender leaves) along
with honey in all Eye diseases" .

•

Nasya with expressed juice of fruit of Devadaliin Kamal§'o .

•

Application of collyrium with paste of Gairika, Haridra and amalakTin Kamal§'o .

•

Oral administration

of Vasa in any pharmaceutical

Paffcam[ta parpa./Tin Graha(1Troga

form in Ksaya (Pthlsls)'?

10

•

CONCLUSION
Lolimbar§ja was undoubtedly an outstanding scholar with liberal views and was a
great physician with good moral ideology. He had great belief in the professional ethics
and advocated the prohibition of quacks from the society. He mentioned that they were
to be treated as outcastes and compared a quack to a treacherous wife who is always
dangerous to his life. He made his medical works an interesting study by composing
them as a kavya. It is very interesting to read even by a common reader versed in
Sanskrit. The style is simple and sweet and melodious to be heard because of its rhythm.
Various suggestions have been put forward regarding the period and place in which
Lolimbar§ja lived and dates of compositions of his works. From the available evidences
it can be said that he was from 'Junnar' in Maharashtra and might have lived in later half
of the sixteenth century. The therapeutic utility of the formulae mentioned by him with
economical and easily available ingredients made his treatises very popular among
medical fraternity.
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